OPJH 2019 HoN tournament scenario 1

The train shall whistle thrice
After mopping up the Falaise pocket, the Allies are in hot pursuit of the German divisions.
Both hunter and prey are thus pivoting towards the river Seine, all the while moving from one town to
the next. Progress is halted abruptly when the Allies encounter some stiff resistance at the elevated
passage near the small train station of Lisieux.
RECRUITMENT
Each army has 250 points available.
A maximum of only 4 orders can be used per turn regardless if the chosen order of battle provides more
than 4 orders.
If orders are lost, any spare ones left in the amy can be used to meet the maximum of 4 orders.
INITIATIVE, DEPLOYMENT and DURATION of the game
Both players roll a die.
The player with the highest roll chooses either first INITIATIVE or the preferred ENTRANCE ZONE.
If this player has chosen INITIATIVE, then the other player deploys either North or South leaving the
vacant entrance zone for the die roll winner.
If the player with the highest roll chooses an ENTRANCE ZONE, then the other player deploys in the
vacant entrance zone and starts the game with initiative.
The game lasts for 6 turns.
SPECIAL RULES
Any units with “Scout” ability may use it as long as they do not enter as passengers in a vehicle.
Any vehicles, with or without occupants, enter the map through either road section denoted by the
arrow in their Entrance zone. Any “Scout” ability may not be used in this case.
The passage to the bell tower of the church is blocked. Treat the staircase as a normal square.
Houses cannot be destroyed but holes can be made in their walls.
To control an Objective, a player must be the only one to have at least one friendly unit in either of the
four adjacent squares or in the terrain element where the Objective is located. The Objective marker is
turned with the controlling side's symbol facing up. Control is kept even if the Objective is left
unattended, as long as no enemy unit fulfills the conditions to take control.
Vehicle wrecks might end up blocking the path towards the Red Objective.
The Red Objective must always be accessible
in order to take control (or keep control, even if left unattended).
The Red Objective becomes worthless If, at any time, it can no longer be reached.
Control over it is then impossible.
Neither player can claim 2 points for it.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
The red Objective is worth 2 points, the yellow Objectives yield 1 point each.
The player with the highest Objectives VP score at the end of turn 6 is the winner.
In case of a tie, victory goes to the side with the most VP
gained from eliminated enemy units.

